Assembly/Disassembly Tools - Automotive Keys

These handy tools are used in conjunction with the Ilco modular key system and the Silca® flip style key systems. The EK3RT Disassembly tool easily disassembles the two-piece modular heads and blades without damaging key components while the FKF100 tool assists with the assembly/disassembly of most flip style key systems.

Modular Key Disassembly Tool

Don’t be concerned about damaging the components of the Ilco two-part modular keys during disassembly. The EK3RT Disassembly Tool is a compact, affordable tool that will separate these two-piece keys in seconds.

- Quickly disassembles two-piece keys having “snap tabs”
- No damage to key components
- Compatible with Ilco GTH and Smart4Car™ modular heads

It’s as Easy as 1-2-3
1. Insert Key
2. Tighten Knob
3. Flip Lever to Remove Head

Universal Flip Key Fixture

Adding and removing the blade from the modern style flip keys is quick and easy using the FKF100 Universal Flip key fixture. Simply insert the blade into the flip key housing and place these into the fixture. The fixture secures the flip key and blade in the proper position for easy installation of the roll pin that connects the blade to the flip housing in place. This fixture can also be used for the removal of broken or mis-cut flip blades.

- Holds flip key housing and blade in proper position for assembly/disassembly
- 4 roll pin drive punches included
- Compatible with Smart4Car™ flip style keys and most OEM flip style keys.
- Compact, lightweight and portable

Technical Data

| Dimensions: | 2.25” L x 2.75” W x 3.25” H (5.7cm x 7cm x 8.3cm) |
| Weight: | 2.0 oz. (.07 Kg) |

Technical Data

| Dimensions: | 6.3” L x 3.9” W x 1.1” H (16.0cm x 9.9cm x 2.8cm) |
| Weight: | 9.2 oz. (.26Kg) |